Light Templates

Three light templates were retrieved from various time locks in the past three years.
They significantly contributed to your ability to step into the consciousness of the 5th
dimension on all levels of your being. These Light templates are so massive that they
were retrieved in increments throughout a three year period. Every human on Earth
benefits from these Light Templates at the level that they can receive and integrate
them.
There is more yet to come. Each of these vast Light Templates contributed to a massive
opening in the Sacred Heart consciousness in every human. These templates also
provided a viable presence of the Holy Spirit. A transformation of the mental/emotional
body continues to take place through the massive influxes of light, sound, and color
codes.
The first Light Template brought a new
awareness of self at the 5th-dimensional
level. Those who are capable of
receiving this template begin to realize
that they are much more than an
individual but are part of a vast collective
consciousness that is in unity with the All
That Is. The heart begins to open.
Access to the Sacred Heart
consciousness is available. You can
then hold that 5th-dimensional
consciousness stably for yourself, for
humanity, and for the Earth.
The second Light Template is of the 6th dimension. It brought in the vast magnetics of
Source energy. These magnetics began to alter the magnetic field of the Earth as well
as of every human. This template enables you to start to draw to yourself the magnetics
of the 10th Ray of Creation. The 10th Ray of Creation helps you to draw to yourself the
5th-dimensional reflections of yourself. This reflection comes to you through the 6thdimensional magnetics of Source which pulls like to like.
The third Light Template came in through the 7th dimension. The 7th dimension is the
last dimension where you have a physical body. This template provides the
consciousness of the oversoul. It enables you to creatively flow in the present moment
and create in more than one-dimensional sequence. The Element of Love enters
through the 7th-dimensional Light Template and becomes a viable creative element. You
begin to realize that this creative element is made usable through your mental/emotional
body. The beginning increment of this massive 7th-dimensional Light Template was
returned recently in 2018.

